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About This Game

Arcane is a fast-paced fantasy action game with both ranged and melee combat.

Choose your weapons, learn their unique mechanics, hone your playstyle and ascend the mountain.

Cool Features:

Pick your playstyle: If you're feeling active and want to move, then dodge and block projectiles. If you want to rely on
your skill instead, then parry and deflect attacks with your reflexes and aim. There are many ways to play Arcane.

Experiment with magical weapons: Every weapon has vastly different mechanics. Some you swing, some you throw,
others you guide like a missile. Mix and match which weapon you want in each hand and create some interesting
combinations that suit your preferred playstyle.

Variety of different enemy types: Fight an assortment of ground and air based enemies as they attempt to halt your
advance towards the peak.
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Genre: Action
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Offpeak Games
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Offpeak Games
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1600 MB available space
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Well, this game is bad. Really bad. First of all, as many already have stated, it's very hard. Usually you have to finish the level in
less than 20 seconds, but still most of the levels can finished in two tries. Despite its challenging nature, the game can be
finished in less than 90 minutes if you're not going to collect three stars on each level.
But the main problem is misspelling of certaing words. For example, the 'scarecrow' is called 'fox', and the 'horns' (in multiple
form) are called 'horn'. There are other examples, but I'm not too eager to play this game again.
And to top it off, some items are invisible without a tip because they are hidden behind the game menu. Good luck trying to
find them by yourself.. So far it's a really fun game, i like the soundtrack, the character sprites, and the style reminded me of the
old megaman series. One thing that botheres me alot is that there's no Save feature, but the Dev added "Continue" and pick up
the last checkpoint.

Looking forward for the dev to make a eco-like Metroid game.. State Of War has a special place in my heart <3. I love escape
room games, and yet somehow I can't give this game the thumbs up. The puzzles aren't particularly "fun". Some are tedious,
such as  morse code , and often the obvious thing to do (such as  melting the ice on the screwdriver - in real life one would just
smash that ice off with the hammer } can't be done and instead some elaborate puzzle needs to be solved instead. It does have a
hint system, but it's not a good hint system. The hint system tells you exactly what you need to do, which takes away the fun,
whereas a good hint system would just give a clue to prod you in the right direction.. First of all, remember this game only cost
3 bucks, so don't expect a ton of content. Will of the Gods it's a simple, fun and relaxing game! Don't be fooled by the simple
gameplay, there's room for strategy from each player (should I move like 1 pack, or 2? Should I try to trick my opponent so he
believe I'm gonna move my pack but then I retire? etc...).

The AI is surprisingly good, or I'm a pretty bad player (possibly both). For 3 bucks I'm sure I'm gonna get at least 2 or 3 hours of
entertainment, which is a pretty good value for me. And if you have someone to play with, like me, it's even more fun, totally
recommended ;). It´s a good game for very special gamers, unfortunately not for me.

As soon as you´re strong enough it becomes very repetitive and grindy: You simply build as many traps around the entrance of
your enemies as possible, same strategy for each map, lots of slaughter and explosions - it´s warfare. The rest of the map is only
used in endless mode, where you have to expand your killing zone. This is a bit more challenging because some of the map
designs are really nice, but I never liked endless modes anyway. And the graphics are simply awful.

If you like mass slaughter and don´t care that much for graphics, you´ll probably have a good game. Personally I´d rather play a
TD with a varety of challenges instead of grinding for dps all the time. DW 1 was more fun for me.. I found so much of this
frustrating: more time in load screens than playing; having to redo an entire level after bumbling into death; the story text (also
padding the time between levels\/loading) not feeling like it's part of the same game you're playing. It just didn't fit me at all..
The game in one word: FUN. This is a great fighting game. In it's core, it is a better experience than other Mortal
Kombat games. The gameplay is tight, deeper, with some new estrategic elements. The visuals are superb, with great
art direction and details. The sound design is great and the music is much better than the latest entries.

There are lots of modes and content. The story mode, for instance, is very entertaining. The Krypt contains lots of
easter eggs and fan service. By playing each mode for the first time (from tutorials to online matches), you unlock new
stuff. If you play the tutorial for a character, you get a new skin; if you play the Towers for the first time, you get a lot
of currencies; each Tower can give you gears, skins and konsumables to even hard matches; if you check the daily
challenges, you get more koins, so far and so forth.

Should you buy it at the current price? If you're a fan o the franchise, YES! If you you're a fan of fighting games, 
YES! Specially considering there won't be another major fighting game in the horizon. And, well, the thing about
fighting games is that there is a diference in post launch online gameplay. It's premium price to play the game with lots
of other players right in the beginning, so you can pratice more.

Is the game perfect? NO! So how about all this negative reviews? Well, I would say to each his\/her own. I'll cover the
bad aspects of the game, but I believe there is an overreaction in general.

The biggest problem to me is the always online requirement. For single player content (like the Krypt), that shouldn't
be necessary. You can play some stuff if you're offline, but not everything. I don't have server problems and I'm always
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online anyway, but this is bad game design. Maybe I myself don't have problem with that now, but it's clearly affecting
some players and this has the potencial to cripple the game in the future.

There is a lot of content, yes, but the average player won't be able to see everything. The grind is real *\u00b9. I'd say
that part of the game was overdesigned. But if your goal is to play game first and unlock after, the grinding becomes
managable. Each character has about 60 skins, that being 6 or 7 unique skins with different colors. Do you really need
all the colors? The gears can give you a unique look, though (maskless Kitana... <3). I recommend to visit the Krypt
after saving a lot of coins, so you can explore it without much trouble.

About microtransactions... Who is stupid enough to spend real money in this game? The store just gives you limited
options in a limited time space and you can get the Time Crystals (ingame currency for MTX) by just playing the game.
You can get more stuff by playing the game in just 1 hour. This is something the developers could remove entirely and
the game would keep the same. My impression is that WB asked for it and Netherrealm Studios included, but in the
corner. It just gave bad press.

The problem with the 30fps cap in Fatalities, Fatal Blows, menu isn't really a problem (I'm a guy who played 4 players
split screen Goldeneye 007 for Nintendo 64, maybe at 10fps...). This is the same thing from Mortal Kombat X and it
doesn't affect the fighting itself. I get you expect options in PC, but it is not a reason for a negative review. If you really
have an issue with that, rejoice because the game is not in Epic Store and there is a mod to fix this while the developers
don't patch it *\u00b2.

There are some bugs here and there, but the game is just 3 weeks in the market. There have been patches every week.
About the female characters' clothes and some endings... This is subjective, but I just roll the eyes when I read stuff
like this *\u00b3.

The game might not be perfect, but it's a lot of fun to play. You can wait for a "XL" version or something, but this
time I didn't want to play the waiting game. I'm a fan of the franchise (Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 being my favorite
MK for a long time) and this was the first game I ever preordered. And it was worth it. :-)

In conclusion, the TLDR version: this is a must buy game, full price.

Notes:
*\u00b9 The grind has been nerfed a lot. There was a point where I needed to do 75 Brutalities with a character to
unlock a Tower. Now that level is unlocked with 10 Brutalities or Fatalities. Also, if you're really into grinding, there a
lot of guides how to farm currencies. You can make some insanes stuff. For instance, check Google for turbo button on
Steam (to make you grind an infinity tower).

*\u00b2 There is a mod to unlock the framerate in Fatalities and the Krypt. I don't know about being banned using
this, so use it at your own risk. Check it out: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pXo51gTGKDs

*\u00b3 Specially with the Jax controversy. Kano's ending shows women fighting in bikinis and that's ok (and I realy think that's
ok, it fits the character); but how dare Jax, a black soldier, to try to slash slavery from History? In a freaking videogame! I
believe that controversy shows more problems about people in today's world than with the ending itself.
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Expecting fun mouse minigames like the ones in Mario Paint? Nope, just brutal, sadistic, unfun challenges here. They even
show you getting whipped by a dominatrix after you lose to drive the point home.. \u30c8\u30ec\u30fc\u30c0\u30fc\u3055\u30
93\u307f\u305f\u3044\u3067\u672c\u5f53\u306b\u6016\u3044\u3068\u601d\u3046. Even though this game is in early access,
it is fun and I would like to see what else the developers are adding. There are the occasional bugs but overall this is a pretty
decent game.. great game for a cheap price, after dying a few times you will know how to survive the night :#. If you looked at
the screenshots for this game and though to yourself "This honestly looks like a hastily thrown together mess." well
congratulations: Your eyesight has not failed you.

Using art assets from the earlier flop 'Spaceforce Captains', this game manages to be even worse by taking away what little
freedom the player had. While Spaceforce Captains was a buggy and badly thought out 'in space!' take on the Heroes of Might
and Magic series (not just a game set in the same genre, but literally HoMM4 with the serial numbers philed off and set in
space), this game doesn't rip off any specific pre-existing games and still fails to do anything new or original.

If you do still feel tempted to buy and play this, allow me to give you a preview of what your experience will be like: Use
abilities (which are all name in german, because proper translation would've required effort and nothing in this game has any
effort behind it) to kill enemy, play minigame to recoup resources expended on abilities, rinse, repeat ad nauseam.

In short: Avoid this like the plague.
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